SAFETYSPOT

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

INSPECTION − THE INSIDE STORY
CORROSION, UNWANTED AT ANY TIME, IS SIMPLY UNACCEPTABLE IN HIGHLYSTRESSED COMPONENTS − SOME AREAS MUST BE DISASSEMBLED FOR PROPER
INSPECTION, IRRESPECTIVE OF HOURS FLOWN

Cracking originates deep in the valley
and therefore cannot be detected

Welcome to this
November edition
of ‘Safety Spot’,
written, as usual,
a couple of weeks before
our membership magazine,
Light Aviation, drops through
your letterbox. I try to leave
it to the very last minute to
actually put pen to paper,
so to speak, so that you
get an actual view of the
airworthiness events rather
than an historic one. This
‘last-minuteness’ tends to
increase the Editor’s anxiety
levels somewhat, so it’s good
to know that I’m doing my bit
to maintain some tension in
our organisation.
Actually, this edition is
especially last minute, primarily
because I appear to have lost
a day somewhere this week;
goodness knows where it has
gone. It feels like a Friday, but
everything with a date on it
(and that’s, these days, just
about everything) is telling me

that it’s Saturday. There’s a
big sign on the entrance to the
airfield ‘TURWESTON 70 YEARS
ANNIVERSARY FLY-IN’. I had
forgotten about this event, trust
me to gatecrash a party, but the
fifty-metre visibility might reduce
the arrival numbers somewhat…
In the previous issue of Light
Aviation (October), we discussed
the failure of the nose-leg spindle
on Neil McAllister’s SportCruiser.
Readers will remember that,
after this worrying failure, the
LAA published an Airworthiness
Information Leaflet (AIL)
requiring checks (within five
flying hours) on this component.
The AIL required the owner
to send a worksheet detailing
what was found during this
inspection back to us here at
LAA Engineering HQ. We’ve
received returns from about
50% of the UK SportCruiser
fleet and it is becoming clear
that there are significant
problems among SportCruisers
with this component.

This picture, sent in by LAA Inspector Phil Trangmar, shows the problem
of inspecting the SportCruiser nosewheel spindle assembly for cracks.
First notice the poor quality bearing surface on this example, which is due
primarily to light surface corrosion. Notice, incidentally, the way the dye has
leached out from behind the paint along the edge of the paint/steel joint.
Remember, before the chalk developer was sprayed onto this component
it was completely clean. Most importantly, this item is not inspectable by
normal dye penetrant techniques because the spindle itself is buried within
another component and this will offer a continual reservoir of dye.
(Photo: Phil Trangmer)
Firstly, there seems to be a
real problem in the fleet with
corrosion on the spindle itself;
I don’t need to remind readers
that whilst LAA Engineering aims
for a zero tolerance attitude to
corrosion on aircraft generally,
it’s absolutely unacceptable in
highly-stressed components. I
have spoken to many owners
over the last few weeks, and
most of them weren’t aware
that an undercarriage assembly
needs to be disassembled,
primary for inspection purposes,
on a regular basis; many owners
weren’t even aware that there

was a greasing point inside the
wheel spat. After all, it’s one of
the hardest working components
in the airframe and, because
of its position, it is very prone
to water ingress. The second
point that is becoming apparent
from field reports is that the dye
penetrant checks cannot show
what’s going on in the recessed
joint between the spindle and
the spindle’s housing.
Because of the problems that
have come to light with this
spindle, an LAA team from Derby
is working-up an improved
design for a replacement
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I took this photo of the inside of the nose-leg drag brace attachment on a
SportCruiser and I hope that I don’t have to explain why! The nose-leg is a
highly stressed item on an aircraft and any corrosion will weaken it; without
undoing the drag link, this corrosion wouldn’t be seen. In my view, this
clear lack of corrosion protection is unacceptable in an aircraft component,
whatever the source, and should have been dealt with during initial build.
(Photo: Malcolm McBride)
Here’s a closer view of the actual joint failure of the rudder pedal that led to the
groundloop on Richard Line’s Zenair 601. You will see that the failure is along
the weld boundary. This is normal for a number of reasons. Firstly, this is likely
to be the point of maximum stress; secondly, welding itself can change the
properties of the base material either through hydrogen embrittlement or local
annealing; thirdly, the strength of the filler rod needs to be taken into account
as this will change the yield properties at the joint and, finally, fourthly, there
is often a thinning at the edges of the weld; this is called ‘undercut’ and this
can act both as a local stress raiser and to reduce the cross-sectional area of the
material. Notice the buckling on the top of the tube. (Photo: Peter Montgomery)

spindle assembly. Readers will
remember that the Czech firm
that made this aircraft is no
longer around and replacement
parts are thin on the ground. The
new ‘Derby’ design is with our
Design Department (for a stress
analysis check) at the moment
so, hopefully, those aircraft that
are grounded because of cracking
or corrosion could be airworthy
again soon. It may be that we
decide that, over time, all these
suspect spindles will need to be
replaced but, as it is, we’ve all
learnt that regular inspections
are very necessary here. As things

develop with this story, I will let
you know, but remember, this
is not just a SportCruiser story,
undercarriages on all aircraft
require regular maintenance; it’s
impossible to check the primary
structural components without at
least taking the wheels off.
One of the great joys of
owning an LAA Permit to Fly
aircraft is that the aircraft’s
maintenance is part of the
owner’s remit. Most of our
aircraft tend to not to do many
flying hours, at least relative
to many aircraft operating on
a Certificate of Airworthiness,

and this means, naturally,
that the time between hourly
maintenance points increases.
In the case of the SportCruiser it
has become apparent that quite
a few three-year-old aircraft
haven’t reached their first
100-hour check. This would be a
natural time to strip and inspect
the undercarriage group in most
maintenance schedules.
Three years between checks
on this critical assembly is far too
long and owners should really
consider the Annual (Permit
Renewal) check to be at least
equivalent to the 100-hour check,

regardless of the actual flying
time accrued. Later in this edition
of ‘Safety Spot’, we’ll be looking
at problems found with fuel
systems where there’s been a big
time gap between inspections.
First, let’s look at a crack that
became a component failure
When creating a Tailored
Maintenance Schedule (TMS)
for your aircraft, it is certainly
worth thinking about what
items on your machine are
working pretty hard most of
the time and, naturally, taking
a special interest in them.
The undercarriage group is
➽
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Here is a picture of a true LAAer’s workbench… notice the very large swan-neck pliers and the (inevitable) bits of exhaust pipe… actually, for a few moments,
focus on the rudder bar assembly. What you are looking at here are the left-hand pedals from both sides of the cockpit, P1 and P2, of a Zenair 601. There’s a
similar component for the right-hand rudder control. Notice the large lever arm between the top of the brake pedal and the welded joint then imagine the loads
this component needs to resist. My advice would be to include a very thorough look at components like this every 100/Annual check, a failure would spoil
your, and possibly somebody else’s, day. (Photo: Peter Montgomery)
certainly one area and we’ve
talked about this; let’s move
up the chain a little, a bit closer
to the pilot… What about the
rudder control which, on most
aircraft, serves as the means
to control the aircraft on the
ground as well as the air?

ZENAIR 601 HD:
RUDDER BAR FAILURE

Certainly, when a rudder
system is connected through a
nosewheel steering system, as it

is on the Zenair range of aircraft,
it needs to be designed with quite
high loads in mind. I received a
report that one of our machines
had suffered a rudder control
system failure and, as you can see
from the photographs attached
of both a failed rudder pedal
assembly and the fitted rebuilt
item, there is quite a moment arm
between the top of the rudder
pedal and the attaching weld. This
moment serves to increase the
force into this joint considerably.

Take a closer look at the left-hand
pedal; it includes a toe-brake,
which is bound to increase the
possible loads the rudder bar has
to resist still further.
I took a look at our database
quickly to see how many Zenair
601s we’ve got on our books; it
was 25 aircraft. The reason for
checking was that when LAA
Inspector Peter Montgomery
sent me the picture of the failed
rudder bar assembly, I thought
that I might need to write to

all the other owners about
a possible weakness in this
design. I am quite glad I didn’t
rush to get a letter out before I
spoke to Zenair specialist, LAA
Inspector Gary Johnson, because
he reminded me that the Zenair
is not only a kit-built machine
(where the rudder pedal
assembly is pre-manufactured)
but can also be built from plans
(where the builder would need
to make the rudder assembly
him/herself from drawings).

You can see from this picture that this filter has
reached a temperature where the structure of the filter
has become plastic and has re-set, as it has cooled, in a different
position. I agree with Kevin Dilks that this sort of inline filter is not ideal
when fitted inside an engine compartment. One of the reasons is that the high
temperatures may cause damage to the filter assembly, but the other, perhaps
more important reason, is that this device is not fireproof. Note also that this
filter doesn’t seem to be easily removable as the outlet pipe (LHS) is crimped
onto the filter. (Photo: Kevin Dilks)
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Above: Here’s a picture of the installed re-manufactured rudder bar assembly; welded
assemblies like this only very rarely fail in one go, a failing weld, tube or attachment
bearing will be seen during a thorough inspection. To inspect this item thoroughly in
service you will need at least a strong light and a mirror, at major overhaul this item may
need to be removed from the airframe. (Photo: Peter Montgomery)
Here are pictures of one of the pistons and the corresponding cylinder head removed from Ken Evan’s Zenair CH601UL microlight aircraft. Although this type
of machine is certified in the microlight category and has excellent low-speed flight characteristics, it shouldn’t be considered a simple aircraft. Ken was lucky
that this engine failure, which looks to have been caused because the engine suffered a thermal runaway, occurred when he was in a position to land back at
his home strip... only by a whisker. Kevin seems to think that this damage may have been caused by detonation, which is a condition where the fuel/air mixture
in the cylinder instantaneously (explosively) combusts rather than combusting at a controlled rate across the top of the piston. There are two primary fuelrelated reasons for detonation: high combustion chamber temperature or too high a compression ratio for the fuel that is being used. During detonation, loads
on pistons may be double the load that the system (cylinder head and attachment, piston, gudgeon pin, connecting rod and crank) is designed for and failure
can occur anywhere in the system; therefore, during a detonation event, the engine is at severe risk of complete mechanical failure. Minor, or rather, transient
detonation can be seen in the piston crown as disturbances in the texture and colour of the face. If the piston crown is carbonised, small areas will be unusually
clean. In more sustained cases, material spalling will occur, leaving pits in the surface and, because of the increased system load, the thrust sides of the piston
skirts could be scuffed. (Photo: Kevin Dilks)
I checked the history of the
machine that had suffered
the failure, and this aircraft
had originally been built from
plans. In a further conversation
we established that this was
the first instance of a rudder
failure on this type, plans built
or otherwise, that had been
reported to the LAA although
there is Service Letter, published
in 1998, requiring an increase in
wall thickness of the material
used to make the pedal. Gary
explained that Zenair’s welding
is normally top-notch. I decided
to treat this event as a one-off;
there are lessons to be learnt
though, which we’ll explore, but
I’m jumping the gun a bit here.
What happened?
Experienced Worcester-based
LAA flyer, Richard Line, had
just completed a landing at his
home airfield, Croft Farm, in his
Zenair. With all three wheels on
the ground he applied a little
brake with a view to turning off
the runway at the intersection.
Just right; well, it would have

“With no resistance in the rudder
circuit, the right pedal followed a
path to the floor and, naturally, the
aircraft started to swing rapidly to
the right”
been but for the fact that the
left pedal went straight to the
floor. With no resistance in the
rudder circuit, the right pedal
followed a path to the floor and,
naturally, the aircraft started to
swing rapidly to the right. We call
this unfortunate manoeuvre a
groundloop. Richard explained
that one second he was slowing,
close to taxi speed, the next he
was facing the wrong way up
the runway.
Groundloops can cause severe
damage to airframes so, quite
rightly, after getting the aircraft
off the runway, Richard called in
his inspector, Peter Montgomery,
to see what had gone wrong with

his rudder pedal and, equally
importantly, to check out the rest
of the airframe for damage. You
can see from the photographs
what had failed in the rudder
pedal and, fortunately, no other
damage was found.
Richard explained that he
had bought the aircraft about 18
months ago and that he was very
happy with it. Checking back
through the aircraft’s records,
as I explained earlier, I noted
that this aircraft was a plansbuilt example and not a kit; the
aircraft was first registered with
us in 1995. This machine first flew
in November 1999, so it’s just
coming up for its 30th birthday.

In that time it has completed
about 250 hours, that’s fewer
than 20 hours a year.
A quick check of the failure
by Peter showed that the weld
is still intact and, as is often the
case in this sort of failure, the
joint has failed along the edge
of the weld. What intrigued
Peter was that the cross tube
itself appears to have buckled
inwards, which made him
think that the tube had failed
structurally rather than the weld
itself failing.
Richard had copies of the
original drawings for the
machine and they decided
that the best option would be
to make a complete new set
of rudder pedals. Not being
welders themselves, they took
the drawings and the broken
parts to LAAer Paul Grellier who
owns and operates Airweld,
a specialist welding company
based near Winchester in
Hampshire. I spoke next to
Paul and asked him what
he felt had happened. Paul
➽
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Here is a picture of the suspect filter found by LAAer Allan Coatesworth, on his MCR-01 aircraft. Note that the
adhesive, used to fix the stainless filter screen to the filter’s base, has failed. Debris from a failing filter can easily
block a fuel system leading to fuel starvation and possible failure. (Photo: Allan Coatesworth)

explained that the 2005 drawing
called up 4130 spec ¾in diameter
0.058in wall thickness tube but
the material used looked rather
more like T45 which, whilst ¾in
in diameter and a similar spec
to 4130, only had a thickness of
0.035in; it was beginning to look
as if these rudder pedals were
made using an earlier drawing,
which made sense when you
think that this aircraft started as a
project in 1995!
Paul has made Richard a new
set of rudder bars, which are
now fitted to the aircraft. Peter
has signed out the work and
everybody is happy. Lessons
learnt? Well, I’ll leave that to
you, but, I think that you will
appreciate that a close inspection
of this item, difficult though it is,
would have probably shown up
this tube’s collapse before the
actual assembly failed.

ZENAIR CH601UL:
ENGINE FAILURE

This type of inline filter, manufactured and supplied by Andair, is a better option than standard automotive types
primarily because it is easily inspected and cleaned; also, note the aircraft-quality pipe fittings. This particular filter
has a 42 micron filter inside it. (Photo: Andair Ltd)

“Anything in front of the firewall needs
to be fireproof”

Perhaps because of the
‘clamping’, definitely
because of the increase in
temperature, the outlet
of this filter has become
reduced in area. In the
case of Ken Evan’s Zenair
this has probably led to the
mechanical failure of his
engine. (Photo: Kevin Dilks)

Leicester-based LAA Inspector,
Kevin Dilks, of Special Aviation
Services sent me an interesting
picture of a damaged piston he
had just removed from a Rotax
912 ULS engine. The engine had
let the owner, Ken Evans, down
the previous weekend. Ken sent
me an email letting us know what
had happened, I think it explains
the situation he found himself in
quite well (if rather briefly)!
Hello Malcolm,
On climbout after take-off to a
height of 700ft, temperature of
coolant and oil reached maximum
rapidly, engine rpm dropped from
5,000 to 4,000. With no suitable
field available for an emergency
landing, the only option was to
attempt a return to field, with rpm
now down to 3,000. Thoughts of,
“Which is the furthest hedge I can
hit.”
I blipped the throttle once, which
gave me a short burst of power,
and gained about 100ft in height,
the engine then died. I just cleared
the hedge, landing safely on the
runway.
The coolant had been checked
two hours previous to this flight,
no history of loss of coolant.
On landing, the evidence of
overheating was obvious to the
overflow bottle, and the plastic
fuel filter on the firewall side of
the engine.
Hope this information is of some
use to you.
Regards, Ken Evans
Of course, pilots have been taught
since time immemorial never to
turn back in the event of losing
power shortly after take-off, but
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to land straight ahead, as close
as possible into wind. When
the local terrain makes this
impossible turning away may
be the only choice. In this case
Ken got away with it, although
the outcome may have been
different if the engine hadn’t
have responded to that last ditch
blip throttle.
I contacted engine builder
Kevin Dilks and asked him
what he thought might have
happened here. He said that he
had a few more pictures and, in
his view… well, perhaps Kevin’s
email explains his view.
Hello Malcolm,
Attached are some pictures of
the fuel filter found on a 912 ULS
brought to me for repair. Also,
some pictures of what happened
to the engine when you run lean
on a 912 ULS at high power.
The plastic filter was on top
of the engine (Zodiac 601UL)
and the fuel inlet has melted or
softened so fuel can hardly pass
through; the engine, then running
very lean, suffered detonation in
all the cylinders, damaging all
the pistons (pistons 2 and 4 being
the worst). Total replacement: 3
pistons and 2 heads (plus a full
strip down).
I have removed several plastic
fuel filters on planes I have been
working on, but this is the first
time I have seen this. Ken was
able to force land back at his
home strip… lucky devil.
Let’s get the LAA Inspectors ‘up
to speed’ and say, “NO plastic fuel
filters on the engine side of the
firewall.”
Regards, Kevin Dilks, Special
Aviation Services (SAS)
I think that the pictures,
kindly supplied by Kevin,
speak for themselves but I am
not completely convinced that
we know whether the melted
fuel filter was the cause of the
overheating or a victim of it.
Kevin checked this 500-hour
engine and its installation
thoroughly and no other faults
were found. I suppose that
engine heat may have gradually
reduced the inlet diameter
of the filter, slowly leaning
the mixture and raising the
engine’s temperature. This
increase in temperature still
further softened the filter inlet
and, under the influence of the
pressure from the hose clamp,
still further reduced the inlet
diameter.
Kevin makes a good point
about these simple in-line filters
though and I agree with him
completely, they are a bit Mickey

Here is a photo of a filter from a Yamaha outboard that I recently had to
retire (because I dropped it overboard accidentally); this filter bowl started
its life in clear plastic and, to my knowledge anyway, has never seen fuel
with alcohol in it; you can see that the plastic has virtually completely
degraded and is now opaque. The measured dimension of the wall thickness
has grown x3, which implies that the plastic has absorbed something
from the 97 octane fuel used; this growth has created a pressure on the
attachment threads sufficient to break them, although the component itself
doesn’t appear to be weakened in any way.
Since the addition of alcohol in the UK (as a result of the European
Parliament’s controversial directive 2003/30/EC) promoting the use of bio
fuels or other renewable fuels for transport, the composition of motor fuel
has significantly changed. It is my belief that it is not just alcohol that may
be causing issues; rarely used items like this filter bowl may be suffering
because of breakdown chemical species. (Photo: Malcolm McBride)

“You are more likely to suffer a
vapour-lock when using the socalled, higher performance fuels”
Mouse for the inside of an engine
cowl. Fuel system parts, in front
of the firewall need to be able to
cope with heat, a plastic-bodied
filter is neither fireproof or even
fire resistant. Remember, a chain
is only as good as the weakest
link.

DYN AERO MCR-01:
FUEL FILTER FAILURE
Continuing with the fuel filter
theme, I received a letter from
MCR-01 owner Allan Coatesworth
the other day flagging-up an
issue he’d found on his Andair
inline fuel filter. Nobody, least
of all me, would accuse Andair
of producing a Mickey Mouse
item but, after talking to Andair’s
boss, LAAer Andy Phillips, we
both agreed that this component
failure is a little worrying

because, if Allan hadn’t spotted
the problem, debris could have
blocked the fuel system and this
could have led to engine damage
or failure. Here’s Allan’s original
letter to Andy.
Dear Andy,
I purchased the enclosed fuel
filter in 2009 and fitted it to my
MCR-01 (which has an 80hp Rotax
912). I have been operating the
aircraft on mogas. Since fitting
the new filter, I have only flown
64 hours; this is mainly due to the
recent seven months grounding
because of concerns about the
flapperon drive system after a
fatal accident in France.
In the 10 hours I have done since
getting airborne again, I have
been slightly down on top speed
and I am searching for the cause

of this. I did a routine check of the
fuel filters in the electric pump
and the in-line fuel filter… both
were very clean.
I noticed that the stainless
steel fine filter appeared to be
fixed into position with a glue
type substance and that this was
showing signs of separation from
the plastic ends of the drum; it
looks like the glue substance is
separating in several places.
Could this be an attack from
ethanol I wonder?
I began cleaning out the
inside of the container cylinder
(which was covered with a fine
deposit) but I stopped cleaning
so that you could see this deposit
yourself.
I already have one T-shirt for
ethanol attack when the sloshing
compound in the fuel tank
dissolved and ended up blocking
the carbs. Is this becoming a
habit?
I thought it best to advise you
and Malcolm and await your
comments (and an early return
to flying).
Yours sincerely, Allan
Coatesworth.
Allan’s ‘spot’ raises a few points.
Firstly, Allan’s aircraft, being
registered as a fixed-wing
landplane (and not a microlight)
is not permitted to use any fuel
that contains alcohol. Those
specific LAA aircraft that are
approved to operate using motor
fuel (mogas), are permitted to
do so providing that the fuel is
approved to EN 228. It should be
noted here that EN 228 is not a
‘recipe’ for fuel, it’s a minimum
specification, but the EN 228
recipe allows for a maximum
of 5% alcohol. In the UK, most
of the unleaded 95 RON at the
pumps is certified to EN 228
and can therefore be used as
a fuel for appropriate aircraft
providing that no alcohol is
present.
Unfortunately, most of the
UK’s 95 RON fuel now contains
alcohol and cannot therefore
be used in anything other than
a microlight aircraft, unless, of
course, specifically authorised
to do so during a testing
programme. The higher grade
fuels found at the pumps are
generally not approved to EN 228
and therefore, whilst many of
them ‘Octane Boost’ using other
chemistry and do not contain
alcohol, they cannot be used for
aircraft at all (and that includes
microlights incidentally).
To expand on why the socalled super fuels shouldn’t
be used on aircraft is fairly
straightforward; they don’t
➽
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meet the requirements of EN
228. This is not just about ‘box
ticking’, there are a number of
reasons why this fuel might not
be suitable for aircraft use, the
primary one being that these
fuels normally have a higher
vapour pressure. This, in short
order, means that, at a given
pressure and temperature, the
super fuel is more likely to form
bubbles in an aircraft’s fuel
system. In other words, you are
more likely to suffer a vapourlock when using the so-called,
higher performance fuels.
Another aspect of these high
octane fuels is that they use
some pretty neat chemistry to
allow them to continue to work
sensibly (without detonation)
at very high pressures (above
10:1). Allan let me know that
he had been using BP Ultimate
fuel (as this didn’t contain
alcohol) without realising that it
is not actually an approved fuel
for aircraft.
I had a chat with Adrian
Jones from the BMAA to ask
him whether they’d had many
problems reported to them
with microlight aircraft using
alcohol. Adrian explained that
the only ‘regular’ issue that
seems to crop up is with the
CFM Shadow and that’s because
of the nature of the fuel tank
construction. Having made (and
tried to repair) Shadow fuel
tanks in the past, I remembered
that the tanks are made from
flat sections of Fibrelam, glued
together using Araldite 2005. I
picked up the phone again and

asked Andy Phillips how the
filter screens are attached to the
end-plate
in his in-filter. He said that
they use Araldite 2014 and that
this glue provides an excellent
bond. Andy pointed out that
he had checked his records
and that Andair had
manufactured more than 20,000
inline filters and that they have
had almost no negative issues
reported to them. He didn’t
know though how many of
these installations were fitted
to microlight aircraft using fuel
with alcohol in it.
So, what may have caused this
filter failure? Well, whenever
you get a one-off failure like
this I find that it’s always worth
looking, as a starting point, at
‘what’s different’ about the
failure event. In this case we
know that the aircraft had
been ‘sat about’ for over seven
months. We can be fairly sure
that it didn’t have alcohol
present in the fuel system, and
we know that it had been using
97 octane super-fuel prior to
the lay-up.
Allan explained that, because
of previous problems with
sloshing compound dissolving
in his fuel tank, he had decided
to drain it of fuel before he put
his machine into storage. But he
didn’t drain the lines or
the filters.
There are three basic problems
with using motor fuel in aircraft
and two of them may have
something to do with the reason
this filter failed. One, in my view

the most important, is the raised
vapour pressure of motor fuel,
particularly the higher octane
types. I don’t think that this
could be considered a reason for
this filter failure event except,
perhaps, that the components
that build the fuel might be
more likely to dissociate into
reactive species in this non
pressurised environment.
The second reason, often
quoted, is the fuel system’s
material compatibility with,
primarily, but not only as just
suggested, alcohol and, three;
the very much lower storage
stability of motor fuel as
opposed to aircraft quality fuel.
With regard to this last issue,
it should be noted that avgas is
designed to be ‘stable in the tank’
for at least six months; motor
fuel is expected only to be at the
forecourt for a couple of weeks
and, sadly, if my car is anything
to go by, in the car for slightly less
time. Car fuel therefore doesn’t
need this designed-in stability
as it’s not normally around for
long enough. The instability
issue may be exacerbated
in some fuels by the exotic
chemistry used to formulate this
‘wonder liquid’!
There is good evidence,
albeit rather anecdotal, that
at least some of the material
incompatibility issues found
in aircraft systems, originally
blamed upon alcohol, may
actually be as a result of the
breakdown products as the fuel
effectively comes apart over
time. Of course, Allan’s filter

Reality Escapade flyer, Paul Kirkham, sent me this picture of the fuel filter that caused a serious fuel pressure
reduction whilst he was flight testing his machine for its Permit to Fly. Fuel pressure was restored by using the
electric auxiliary pump and no harm was done. Pauls Escapade is powered by a UL260i engine which is cleared
to fly on both Mogas and Avgas but, when using Avgas, more frequent oil changes are recommended because of
the lead build-up in the oil. In this instance, the Mogas used was in the tanks for some time whilst a Permit Flight
Release Certificate, required for flight testing, was issued. Here at LAA HQ Engineering we’re hearing about a lot
of instances where Mogas is degrading after time but the effects are causing a huge range of different problems.
(Photo: Paul Kirkham)

failure may just have been a
faulty fuel filter.
So, what lessons can we learn
from this fuel filter failure
event? Perhaps, one thing
that could be remembered
by aviators is that motor fuel
has been designed to operate
efficiently in road vehicles.
Engine and engine fuel system
design has advanced in concert
with the fuel available. Most
automotive fuel delivery
systems are highly complex and
self contained; small changes
to a fuel’s chemical make up
can be accommodated by the
engine’s electronic management
systems; the reality of most
simple aircraft systems is just
the opposite.
The reason why Allan was
suffering a loss of top-end
performance in his MCR-01
is still unclear, but I would
certainly advise that, after a
long lay-up, fuel filters should
be checked before you go
flying.
There are a couple
of other things that you might
consider if, like many LAA
aircraft owners, you don’t do
a lot of flying between annual
inspections. Firstly, treat a fuel
filter inspection as an important
calendar task; just because the
Maintenance Schedule calls
for checks say, every 50 hours,
doesn’t mean that you cannot
do this more often. (The original
50-hour check cycle, which
forms the basis for many light
aircraft maintenance schedules,
was originally conceived as a
monthly requirement.)
Fuel filters should also
be sensibly placed in the
airframe so that regular
maintenance is easy.
Aircraft cockpits
are rarely the best
place as space is at a
premium and, during
maintenance, fuel
is inevitably spilled
and this can lead to
smells − one reason
not to touch them!
I’ve seen many recent
builds with ‘difficult
to check’ filters tucked
behind the instrument
panel.
Oh, and if you’re
wondering about
Turweston’s 70th
Anniversary Fly-In; well, a
Spitfire has just flashed passed
my office, the pilot had a grin
nearly as wide as the wingspan,
which just about says it all. Time
to go home before the afternoon
sun disappears completely.
Fair winds! ■
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